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About Us
Our talented team of architects
and designers deliver exceptional
sustainable buildings, masterplans,
public realm & landscapes,
interiors and graphics.
Employing over 50
people across our three
South West studios –
Exeter, Plymouth and
Cornwall – since 1992.

We offer services including:
Architecture
Landscape Architecture
Urban Design & Masterplanning
Interior Design
Graphic Design
Conservation

Together with our clients we
will drive positive change
to protect our environment
through healthy design and
sustainable best practice
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Our Approach
We are passionate about reducing our impact on the planet. We recognize
that our work within the built and natural environment has an impact and we
are committed on ensuring our approach to design and business practices
addresses the climate and biodiversity emergency we collectively face.
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• Assist with BREEAM Assessments
• Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE)
• Assist with Biodiversity Net
Gain Assessments
• Building with Nature Asessments
• Green/Blue Infrastructure Strategies
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LHC DESIGN
APPROACH TO
SUSTAINABLE
DESIGN

We offer a wide range of sustainable design services to our client which can be
adapted to suit the needs and aspiration of our clients and project. Including:
• Sustainability Briefing
• Passivhaus Design Services
• Low Operational and Embodied
Carbon Designs
• Applying LETI , RIBA 2030 and
other Climate Challenge metrics
• Embodied Carbon Analysis
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This guide summarises our approach to sustainable design
by looking at each of these key components.
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We support the governments ambition to achieve the UK’s 2050 net zero
commitment and are proud signatories of both the UK Architects & Landscape
Architects Declare movements and to the RIBA’s 2030 Climate Challenge.
We believe that sustainability should be approached
holistically and includes 8 inter-connected components
which should be reviewed when designing schemes.
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High levels of
roof insulation

Reduce Operational Energy

Integrating renewable
technology and storage

What? Total operational energy is made up of regulated components such as heating,
cooling, hot water, fans, pumps and lighting and unregulated ones, such as
electrical appliances. This target captures the full energy usage (and carbon
emissions) once the building is occupied and is in use. It is measured in kWh/
m2/year and allows for different building types and usages to be compared.

Why?

How?

Typically 80% of all of a buildings emissions result from it’s operation
and these levels are currently too high. Fortunately, there are a number
ways of reducing operational energy to deliver low-energy buildings;
1. First principles - Ensure
building location, orientation
and form is optimised.
2. Fabric First Approach - The next
logical step to reduce operational
energy demand and heating is
improving the building fabric as far
as is practically possible helps this.
Think floor, wall, roof and glazing.
3. Ensure good
airtightness levels

High levels of
wall insulation

Ensure good levels of
nautral or mechanical
ventilation

FABRIC FIRST
APPROACH

Good U values and
G value glazing
(triple glazed)

4. Ensure good levels of nautral
or mechanical ventilation
5. Integrating renewable
technology and storage

Use effcient Low-Energy
Appliances and Lighting

6. Use effcient Low-Energy
Appliances and Lighting
7. ‘Raise the Bar’ with
Passivhaus Solution.

Good U values
for the floor
insulation

Solar P
ath and Orientation

Site Layout, Building
Location (South Facing) and
Simple compact built form

Aim for Net Zero Carbon NOW

Set design targets:
Specifying buildings that range in energy demand from between < 75 kWh/m2 and < 55 kWh/
m2/y is a good starting point as indicated by the RIBA 2030 and LETI climate challenge targets.

A new building with net zero operational carbon does not burn fossil fuels,
is 100% powered by renewable energy, and achieves a level of energy
performance in-use in line with our national climate change targets.
Image: LHC designed Passivhaus
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Reducing Embodied Carbon
What? The embodied carbon of a building or project includes all of the

greenhouse gas emissions from the extraction and construction
of materials, the building process and deconstruction and disposal
of the materials used at the end of a building’s or project’s lifetime.

Why?

Towards the middle of the century, the global building stock is expected to
double in size. It is estimated that embodied carbon will be responsible for
half of the entire carbon footprint of new construction between now and
2050, threatening to consume a large part of our remaining carbon budget.
Therefore the built environment sector has a vital role to play in responding
to the climate emergency, and reducing embodied carbon within buildings.

How?

1. Establish total embodied carbon
targets at the start of the project
2. Consider options of retrofitting, reuse ,
disassembly and matainance of materials

4. Avoid high carbon materials
and investigate the potential for
low carbon and natural materials

3. Build collaborativly - solutions must
involve the whole design team and the
client. Engage with the structural & building
services Engineer as early as possible

Targets:
The RIBA 2030 Climate Challenge targets a minimum 65 % reduction in embodied carbon
within all new buildings by 2030 compared to the current business as usual benchmarks.

Embodied Carbon
The emissions from manufacturing, transportation, and installation of building materials.
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Water Efficiency
What? The water cycle is one of the most critical and immediate outcomes
that needs to be addressed in some regions of the world today.

The combined challenges of population growth, changing land uses,
and a finite supply of water, means action is required to secure water
supply without having a detrimental impact on the environment.

Why?

By 2025, an estimated 1.8 billion people will live in areas
plagued by water scarcity, with two-thirds of the world’s
population living in water-stressed regions.
The latest Environment Agency analysis (2019) suggests that in the
UK 40% of water bodies are affected by pollution from rural areas
and 36% are affected by pollution from waste water. Currently
16% of water bodies in England are affected by changes to the
natural flow and levels of water due to pressures from our use.

How?

1.Minimise use of mains water
by incorporating low flow
fittings and appliances
2. Promote the use of rainwater
harvesting and use grey
water recycling systems

3. Create Sustainable Urban
Drainage that supports
natural aquatic habitats and
helps to filter water before it
reaches natural water courses

SHOWERS

WATER
BUTTS
TAPS

The RIBA 2030 Climate Challenge target is to reduce potable water use by a minimum
of 40% reduction in potable water use compared to current UK Building Regulations.

APPLIANCES

GARDENS

4. Provide leak detection

Targets:

TOILETS

TRICKLE FEED

GREYWATER OR
RAINWATER HARVESTING
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Sustainable Movement
What? Our decision on how to travel and what form of transport to

take impacts not just our own health, but the health of those
around us, our bank balance and the environment.
Sustainable movement seeks to introduce low or zero
emissions transport options to reduce GHG emissions
and the impact of travel upon the environment.

Why?

Transport is the largest contributor to UK domestic greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions, responsible for 27% in 2019. Therefore,
to meet the governments net zero targets, sustainable
travel and decarbonisation of transport is needed.

How?

1.Encourage the use of active travel
modes and integrate a network
of cycle and walking routes to
make active travel the natural first
choice for our daily activities.

4. Integrate and embed
public transport options

2. Adopt a simple transport
hierarchy model to inform
the circulation strategy.

6. Design compact
communities and advocate
15 minute city principles

5. Integrate EV charging
points and Co-bike hubs now

3. Design walkable and car free
neighbourhoods where possible

Targets:
The Government has set a target to decarbonise transport by 2050 and has set three
strategic priorities to achieve this; 1. Accelerating modal shift to public and active
travel, 2. Decarbonising road transport, 3. Decarbonising our freight system.

Sustainable Transport Hierarchy
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Sustainable Land
Use and Biodiversity
What? Sustainable land use intends to leave biodiversity in a better

state than before a development took place. Sustainable land
uses also means creating a productive landscape that is capable
of food production as well as creating habitats for wildlife.

Why?

Unfortuntaly, a recent study has found that the UK is one of
the world’s most nature-depleted countries - in the bottom
10% globally and last among the G7 group of nations.
The Environment Act requires it to become mandatory to secure biodiversity
net gain in development projects to ensure biodiversity is not further depleted.

How?

1.Retain and protect valuable existing
habitats, trees and vegetation
2. Understand the local ecological
context and existing landscape
3. Integrate a comprehensive
Green/Blue infrastructure
strategy at an early stage

4. Use Biodiversity Net Gain and/or
Building with Nature assessments
to increase biodiversity value
5. Maximise the opportunities for
connected green spaces, tree planting
and SUDs within all developments
6. Explore the opportunities for
biophillic design, green roofs &
walls within building designs.

Targets:
Mandatory biodiversity net gain is set out in the Environment Bill and requires
that all developments will deliver a minimum 10% biodiversity net gain and
demonstrate that the habitat will be secured for at least 30 years.
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Healthy Places & Buildings

Providing effective
natural daylighting for
building occupants.
Studies have shown
that natural light has
a beneficial effect
on productivity
and well-being.

What? Healthy Placemaking takes into consideration numerous aspects of

design such as increasing walking and cycling, improved quality of housing,
access to healthier food, conservation of, and access to natural and
sustainable environments, and improved transport and connectivity.
Healthy buildings are those which exhibit indoor health, visual,
aural and thermal comfort, and occupant wellbeing.

Why?

The quality and design of places and buildings has been shown to
significantly influence the ability of individuals and communities
to live in healthy, sustainable ways. Issues such as wellbeing and
quality of life, physical and mental health, and social and cultural
life are all influenced by the quality of the environment.

How?

1.Adopt healthy place-making
principles when designing
new neighbourhoods

4. Provide effective natural daylight,
ventilation and thermal comfort
control in building design

2. Promote active travel and
exercise opportunities

5. Specify healthy materials that are low
in VOCs and promote good air quality

3. Design for climate
change resilience

6. Explore biophillic design
and building biology.

Consider and specify
healthy materials
that are low in
VOCs and promote
good air quality.

Consider noise and acoustics
in the internal environment.

Targets:
All projects should consider Public Health England’s (PHE) Healthy Places
guidelines to ensure that the design of the built and natural environment
contributes to improving public health and reducing health inequalities.

Providing natural ventilation
and thermal comfort
control in the design
process. It is important
to ensure circulation of
fresh air through buildings
while providing thermal
comfort control.

Sound-proofing or absorbing
materials can improve the
working/living environment
and have a positive effect
on wellbeing and comfort.

Explore biophillic design
and building biology.
Studies have found that
plants in buildings and
office spaces can help
to Reduce stress and
increase productivity.
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Community and
Social Sustainability
What? A key aspect of sustainable design is providing the basis for social
sustainability and the backdrop against which communities can
develop and thrive, in existing and new developments.

Why?

The ultimate goal for this outcome is to create places for people that
support not only basic needs of security, shelter, and health, but to
enhance individual and social wellbeing, and community identity.

How?

1. Involve communities in the
design and placemaking process
2. Consider using local
materials and services
3. Embed social value in
to the design process

4. Address fuel proverty and
inequality through low carbon
design and placemaking
5. Allow community
stewardship and adaption
6. Educate communities how
to best manage and monitor
building performance

Targets:
All projects should think about how they can secure wider social, economic and environmental
benefits by embedding Social Value targets and community engagement in to all projects.
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Circular Economy
What? The linear “take, make, waste” economic model is reaching its limits. The
environment simply does not have the capacity to sustain it any more.

1. Maximise Reuse

A circular economy optimises the use of resources by minimising
waste, increasing the duration of a product’s useful life and ensuring
when a product has reached the end of its life its resources can
be productively used repeatedly, so creating further value.

Why?

How?

In the UK, construction, demolition and excavation account for
60% of material use and waste generation. Humanity is on course
to triple material extraction in the next 30 years and triple waste
production by 2100. Therefore, a circular approach is required
to reduce our use of natural resources and impacts.
1.Maximise reuse and
recovery of existing materials

4. Consider modular construction and
standardisation to avoid wastage

2. Adopt the circular
economy’s three principles of
Reduce, Reuse and Recycle

5. Optimise building longevity
and maximising material
reclamation at end-of-life

3. Seek to implement a
cradle to cradle approach to
procurement and circular design

6. Use low impact materials with high
recycled content and design out waste

Targets:
The UK committed to moving towards a more circular economy by enshrining
the Circular Economy Package (CEP) into law in 2018. This will see us
keeping resources in use as long as possible, extracting maximum value
from them, minimizing waste and promoting resource efficiency.

a. Reuse the existing asset.
b. Recover materials and products
on site or from another site
c. Share materials or products
for onward reuse.
5. Minimise impact and waste
a. Use low impact new materials
b. Use recycled content or
secondary materials
c. Design out waste
d. Reduce construction impacts

Circular Economy
Principles for
Construction

4. Products
as a Service

2. Design for Optimisation
a. Longevity
b. Flexibility
c. Adaptability
d. Assembly, Disassembly
and Recoverability

3. Use Standardisation
a. Modular Construction
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When & How to Act
We recommend considering sustainability
as early as possible within a project due to
decreasing opportunties of achieving sustainable
outcomes the further a scheme progresses.
As building projects commonly have long lead
in times from inception to completion, we also
recommend that buildings and masterplans designed
today should aim for RIBA 2025 targets as a
minimum and by 2025 all projects should be designed
to meet the RIBA 2030 sustainability outcomes.
We have provided some useful guidance
on when to act through through the
RIBA plan of works opposite.
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Preparation
and Briefing

Concept
Design

Spacial
Coordination

Technical
Design

Manufacturing
and Construction Handover

Briefing

•Undertake a
Sustainability
briefing workshop

•Discuss and agree
sustainability
targets

Design & Implementation
• Embodied
carbon/ Process
•Use BRE Green
Soft
Landings

Setting outcomes

•Sustainableand Delivery
•Undertake
•Update and
Design
ofa outcomes
heating &
thermal bridge
produce production

•
•
• Functionality outcomes
•Discuss and agree
• Wellbeing outcomes

•workshop
Sustainability
outcomes
(with
structural engineer
for all systems
consultant)
•M&EIndoor
environmental outcomes
•Define air
•Prepare tender
••Identify
Functionality
outcomes
potential
tightness
requirements for
onsite
strategy & design
all features
•for Wellbeing
outcomes

•Undertake
frequent site
inspections to
monitor build
quality

•Provide an
operational energy
use benchmark to
compare with the
Part L compliance
Sustainability outcomes
model and 2030
Challenge
EnvironmentalClimate
outcomes
Targets

construction
methods workshop
(with Structural
Engineer)

Guide & embodied
carbon data to
specify materials
and finishes.

ventilation strategy

workshop with the

renewable energy
generation

ventilation layout
with M&E engineer

•Undertake

•Size & plan

assessment

generation with
M&E engineer

preliminary Outcomes
location of
Diagram 7: RIBA Plan of •Agree
Workbiodiversity
Soft Landings
targets
embodied carbon
renewable energy
•Recommend
project partners
(where required)

Key References

•Undertake
Baseline studies for
Biodiversity net
gain assesment
•Undertake a
sustainable and
active travel
workshop

•Update embodied
carbon assessment
•Appoint
Passivhaus certifier
(if passivhaus
principles are being
used)

•Undertake a
further thermal
bridging workshop
with structural
engineer

information detail

•Liaise with
Passivhaus certifier
for a design check
(if Passivhaus
principles are being
used)

6

7
Use

Monitoring & Evaluation
•Introduce
low energy
construction
workshop with
site manager and
team inductions
on construction
quality

the preferred
carbon modelling
tool and process
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RIBA 2

1

Briefing & Targets

RIBA 0
RIBA 1

18

RIBA Sustainable Outcomes Guide

•Undertake leak
detection air test
(if air tightness
metrics set) at
first fix and on
completion.

POE

•Undertake
air tightness
completion
test (required
for Passivhaus
certification)

•Carry out Post
Occupancy
Evaluation (POE)

•Owner/occupier to
commence optional
contribution to
•Prepare user
an agreed carbon
instructions for
offsetting scheme
•
Sustainability
outcomes
operation of heating, to account for
ventilation
and
remaining
ongoing
• Environmental
outcomes
renewable energy
operational carbon
• Functionality outcomes
sources.
footprint where
net-zero/carbon
• Wellbeing outcomes
•Contribute
neutral/carbon
towards any offsite
negative targets
mitigation as part
apply.
of Biodiversity Net
•Review
Gain
Sustainability
outcomes and any
performance gaps

Verification of outcomes

•Commission and
test MVHR and
heating systems
•Prepare
Passivhaus
compliance report
(if (Passivhaus
principles are being
used)

Soft Landings Framework, BSRIA, BG 54/2014.
•Complete
Available at: https://www.bsria.com/uk/product/qB6L4n/soft_landings_framework_superseded_bg_542014_
biodiversity net
a15d25e1/ and BG 54/2018 available at: https://www.bsria.com/uk/product/QnPd6n/soft_landings_
gain assesment
framework_2018_bg_542018_a15d25e1/

Lessons
learned and
best practices
captured
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Sustainable Design
Principles Summary

• Design for
disassembly
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• Fabric first
approach
• Reuse & retrofit
• Low carbon &
natural materials
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• Natural daylight,
ventilation &
thermal comfort

RIBA 5
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• Community
stewardship &
adaption& services

RIBA 0

RIBA 4
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• Social value

Potential sales and marketing advantage with reduced
chance of any expensive future retrofitting measures

RIBA 3

BILITY

• Community
engagement

Improved building performance with lower operational
and heating costs and improved monitoring

RIBA 2
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• Energy efficient
fittings
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Healthier and better connected communities with improved biodiversity and
natural & people focussed spaces.

• Renewable heating &
energy production

• Design out waste

E

1.
2.
3.
4.

• Insulation &
airtightness

• Cradle to cradle

Key Benefits
Take a proactive role in reducing the environmental impact of a
project & help combat climate change and biodiversity loss

• Orientation &
Passive Design

• Reduce, Reuse
& Recycle
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• Building biology
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• Conserve & protect
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• Low water flow
appliances
• Rainwater
harvesting & grey
water recovery
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• Active travel modes

• Landscape led
approach

• Sustainable
travel hierarchy

• Biodiversity
net Gain

• Walkable
neighbourhoods

• SUDs
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Sustainable Design Services
We offer a wide range of sustainable design services
to our clients which can be adapted to suit the needs
and sustainability outcomes of a project, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainability Briefing
Passivhaus Design Services
Low Operational and Embodied Carbon Designs
Applying LETI , RIBA 2030 and other Climate Challenge metrics
Embodied Carbon Analysis
Assist with BREEAM Assessments
Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE)
Assist with Biodiversity Net Gain Assessments
Building with Nature Asessments
Green/Blue Infrastructure Strategies

Please get in touch with one of
our sustainability champions to
talk through your project needs.

Peter Koch

Matt Powell

David Entrican

Jo Horner

Building with Nature Assessor

Certified Passivhaus Designer

PKoch@lhc.net

DEntrican@lhc.net

MPowell@lhc.net

JHorner@lhc.net

